
 
 

November 8, 2022 
 

The President  
The White House  
Washington, D.C. 20500   
  

Re: OSC File No. DI-21-000069 
 
 
Dear Mr. President: 
 

I am forwarding to you a report transmitted to the Office of Special Counsel (OSC) by 
the Department of the Army (Army) in response to the Special Counsel’s referral of a disclosure 
of wrongdoing at the Presidio of Monterey Police Department (POMPD), Monterey, California. 
The whistleblower, Supervisory Investigative Support Technician , who 
consented to the release of her name, alleged that POMPD lacks sufficient authority to arrest 
civilian criminal suspects. I have reviewed the agency report and whistleblower’s comments and, 
in accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e), have determined that the reports contain the information 
required by statute and the findings appear reasonable.1 The following is a summary of the 
findings and comments. 

  
 alleged that POMPD officials did not request authority pursuant to 

Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5525.13 to use deputized law enforcement power, but 
nevertheless arrested civilian criminal suspects.  further alleged that Army 
regulations restrict POMPD officers to apprehending civilian criminal suspects and do not permit 
the arrest of individuals following apprehension.  believes this position is supported 
by a July 24, 2022 Department of Defense Classification Appeal Decision that reclassified  

 position from a GS-1811, Criminal Investigation Series, to a GS-1802, Compliance 
Inspection and Support Series, because it concluded that POMPD officers lack “statutory arrest 
authority or deputization.”    

 
The agency did not substantiate the allegations. The investigation confirmed that POMPD 

officers apprehend civilian offenders only for as long as necessary to issue a citation, release the 
individual, or transfer the individual to the custody of civilian law enforcement authorities—in 
accordance with federal authorities defining arrest and apprehension. The report explained that if 
the offense committed warrants an arrest, the POMPD officer provides civilian law enforcement 

 
1 The allegations were referred to former Secretary of the Army Ryan D. McCarthy for investigation pursuant to 5 
U.S.C. § 1213(c) and (d). The Office of the Staff Judge Advocate was tasked with conducting the investigation. 
Senior Official Performing the Duties of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Manpower and Reserve Affairs) Mark 
Lewis was delegated authority to review and sign the reports.  
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authorities with a probable cause statement that details the basis for the arrest. But the civilian 
authorities, in connection with a review by a civilian judge, then decide to effect the arrest by 
accepting the individual into the detention center or reject the arrest by releasing the individual. 
Because POMPD officers never indefinitely detain civilians on the suspicion of committing a 
crime, they merely effect temporary apprehensions, not arrests, under federal law.  

 
The investigation further found that POMPD Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 1.05, 

Authority and Jurisdiction, accurately described POMPD officers’ authority and most POMPD 
officers recognized the difference between an apprehension and an arrest. The report 
acknowledged that former Chief of Police  stated that POMPD officers used to 
arrest civilians pursuant to an expired Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with local police, 
but the agency reviewed the expired MOU and found that it simply gave POMPD “lead 
responsibility for coordinating the efforts of civilian law enforcement personnel” on federal 
property.  

 
The report also acknowledged that Assistant Operations Officer  reviewed 

a case file from “many years ago” where he believed POMPD officers unlawfully arrested a 
civilian, but the report noted that in that case, POMPD officers transferred the suspect to local 
police custody in accordance with their temporary apprehension authority. In response to the 
investigation, the agency conducted a legal review of POMPD SOPs, reviewed POMPD reports 
to ensure they correctly apply the apprehension/arrest distinction, and conducted annual training 
with all POMPD officers that included a review of apprehension/arrest authority.    

 
 did not agree with the report’s conclusions, stating that POMPD officers 

have arrested and continue to arrest civilians.  provided agency investigators with 
arrest logs, billing reports, and probable cause reports purporting to show that POMPD officers 
arrested nearly 600 civilians in the last 16 years. She explained that POMPD officers perform 
steps related to an arrest, including notifying suspects of their legal rights, handcuffing, 
fingerprinting, and taking suspects’ personal property, before transferring them to local police 
custody. Further,  indicated that POMPD officers submit probable cause statements 
to local authorities, are listed as the arresting officer in court documents, and participate in 
criminal proceedings in state court.  

 
In addition,  explained that POMPD pays for officers to attend a State of 

California training that qualifies federal law enforcement as peace officers with arrest authority 
in local jurisdictions, known as an “832 qualification.” Accordingly, POMPD officers lawfully 
perform arrests under state law.  disagreed with the agency’s conclusion that even 
though POMPD officers may be conducting lawful arrests under state law, they are merely 
temporarily apprehending suspects under federal law because they do not indefinitely detain 
civilians on the suspicion of committing a crime.  
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I thank  for bringing these allegations to OSC. I recognize her concerns but 
am satisfied with the agency’s thorough review and response to the investigative findings. As 
required by 5 U.S.C. § 1213(e)(3), I have sent a copy of this letter, the agency reports, and the 
whistleblower’s comments to the Chairs and Ranking Members of the Senate and House 
Committees on Armed Services. I have also filed redacted versions of these documents and the 
referral letter in our public file, which is available at www.osc.gov. This matter is now closed. 
 

Respectfully,     

                
Henry J. Kerner  
Special Counsel  

Enclosures   
 

 

  




